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Japan is known as “The Land of the Rising Sun”. Their
flag highlights this nickname with a red circle

representing the sun. It might symbolize Japan being at
the far West of the Pacific Ocean and the sun rising

spectacularly in the East. It might also be because the
sun plays an important role in Japanese mythology,

where it is believed that the Japanese Emperors
descended from the sun goddess Amaterasu.

Japanese Flag

Color your own Japanese Flag below!



Cook
Okonomiyaki

Record your taste-testing experience
here!

Dango

Be sure to record your
thoughts about this Japanese
snack!



Create

One-of-a-kind Koinobori

What are your unique strengths that
you are celebrating by making your
Koinobori fish? 

Play

Taiso

How did you feel after moving
your body doing Japanese Taiso
exercises?



Meditate

Sakura Calms her anger

Write or draw a time when you felt angry like Sakura. What new
strategies did you learn from Sakura to do the next time you feel
mad?

Kochi- A city on the southern coast of Shikoku
Island in Japan. It is close to the sea and the
mountains. 
Mochi ice cream- A Japanese dessert with an ice
cream center surrounded by a soft, slightly chewy,
sweet rice dough.
Karate- A type of martial arts in Japan that uses
hands and feet to block, hit, and kick. The word
Karate means “empty hand”.
Minmin-zemi- “Minmin cicadas” are found all over
Japan. The language to describe the sound this
insect makes goes back hundreds of years in
Japanese literature. The sound of cicadas in the
summer is so common that Japanese people have
many onomatopoeia words to describe the sounds
different species of cicadas make.  

New words you might hear:

https://www.japanvisitor.com/japan-travel/shikoku-guide


read
This book list will help you explore Japan's culture through picture books. Read the
summaries with your kids to help you decide which books to read. Find the books
below at your public library or online.

Journal entries can be adapted to a younger age by having the child draw or
explain their answer to an adult.

 
Ojiichan’s Gift
Author: Chieri Uegaki

Change can be hard. Write or tell about
a time when you felt like Mayumi when
she realized that her grandpa couldn’t
take care of the garden with her
anymore. How did you work through
your feelings? 



The Beckoning Cat
Author: Koko Nishizuka

Have you ever shown kindness to
someone or something, like Yohei? How
did it make you feel? 



Natsumi!
Author: Susan Lendroth

Have you tried something new and
discovered you didn’t do it the right
way? How did you feel? Did you keep
trying to get it right or did you decide
to try something else? 

 



This is How We Do It
Author: Matt Lamonthe

Who do you live with? What do you eat
for breakfast, lunch, and dinner? How
do you get to school and what do you
wear? How do you like to play? In what
ways do you help others? Is your life
similar or different from Kei’s? 



I Live in Tokyo
Author: Mari Takabayashi

How are the celebrations and events in
Mimiko’s life similar to yours? How are they
different? 



Take Me Out to the Yakyu
Author: Aaron Meshon

Have you ever watched a sport being
played? Where was it? How did you feel
watching it?



Eyes that Kiss in the Corners
Author: Joanna Ho

How are you different from your
friends? How are you the same? 



The Strongest Boy in the World
Author: Jessica Souhami

What are your strengths (things you
like and are good at)? Who do you
know that can help you become even
stronger in those areas? How can you
improve your strengths?



K is for Kabuki: A Japan Alphabet 
Author: Gloria Whelan and Jennifer
Nolan 

Write or tell about a word that stands
for something unique about you, your
family or your country. How many
words from the letters of the alphabet
can you use?

https://www.amazon.com/Gloria-Whelan/e/B000APKIX4/ref=dp_byline_cont_ebooks_1
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_ebooks_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Jennifer+Nolan&text=Jennifer+Nolan&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=digital-text

